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WIDGET DESCRIPTION 

Accordion Widget Displays several vertically-aligned sections with headings that can be 

expanded and collapsed. When website users click on a given 

section, they are then able to view the content associated with the 

respective heading. 

Business Directory Box Limited listing of the business directory—displays limited 

information but allow users to click through to a linked page 

displaying full information 

Business Directory List Full listing of the business directory 

Calendar Box “Box” widgets are designed to be placed in sidebars. They only 

display limited information but allow users to click through to a 

linked page displaying full information. 

Calendar Advanced Grid Same as Calendar Grid below, but with more detailed information 

Calendar Grid Full page calendar 

Calendar Box Limited listing of calendar items—displays limited information but 

allow users to click through to a linked page displaying full 

information 

Calendar List List of calendar events 

Calendar Meeting List Specialized variation of the Calendar List that includes columns 

for links to meeting agendas and minutes 

Calendar Mini Grid A small monthly calendar that highlights dates with scheduled 

events. Typically placed in a narrow column on the side of a page 

Calendar Tile Displays each event as an individual tile with the event Date, Time, 

Thumbnail, Category, Title, and Introduction. This tile view is a 

dynamic presentation of Calendar Events in an engaging an intuitive 

manner that can be viewed on any device. 

Content Area This is the widget used on page templates for general text and 

information 
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WIDGET DESCRIPTION 

Content Columns Widget Gives CMS Users the ability to easily segment and change the 

appearance of column spaces without setting up tables or change 

CSS. 

Content Filter Widget This is used in combination with Calendar, Facility, News, & Staff 

lists. It provides a text search field that allows users to filter the 

results displayed based on their provided search term 

Custom Content Displays information from pre-configured custom content 

generally speaking this widget is reserved for use with the 

homepage 

Document Folder Exposes a specific folder in the document repository to the public 

making all documents in the folder publicly accessible 

Document Folder Box Exposes a specific folder in the document repository to the public 

making all documents in the folder publicly accessible in a more 

polished layout than Document Folder 

Document List Exposes a manually curated list of documents from the document 

repository to the public 

Document List Box Exposes a manually curated list of documents from the document 

repository to the public in a more polished layout than Document 

List 

ENotification Used to allow users to subscribe to email notifications 

Facebook Feed A live feed of Facebook posts 

Facility Directory Formatted 

List 

A fancy list of facilities 

Facility Directory Multi-

Select Categories Map 

A map of facilities that allows users to narrow down the facilities 

shown by category 

Facility Directory Standard 

Map 

No category filter option 

Facility Directory Table List Facility directory list in table format 
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WIDGET DESCRIPTION 

FAQ Box Limited listing of FAQ items—displays limited information but 

allow users to click through to a linked page displaying full 

information 

FAQ List Full list of FAQ items 

Form Builder Detail Used to display a specific form on a page 

Form Builder List Full list of forms 

Form Detail Used to display a specific survey on a page 

Form List Full list of surveys 

Full Width Banner Enables users to add images that extend the entire width of the 

page – including the margins. 

Image Random Loads random images from a pre-defined pool of images upon 

each page load 

Image Rotate Displays images from a pre-defined pool of images—continuously 

rotating 

Interior Collage with 

Captions 

Displays images with caption 

Interior Image Buttons Call to action buttons on interior page with default styling 

Interior Page Spotlight Displays Title, Description, and Call to Action button text with an 

optional Thumbnail Image. Additionally, CMS Users have the 

ability to display multiple slides for website visitors to scroll 

through and engage. 

Job Posts Box Limited listing of job posts—displays limited information but 

allow users to click through to a linked page displaying full 

information 

Job Posts List Full list of job posts 

Main Menu Displays mega menu 

Member Login Bar For Active Directory Only 
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WIDGET DESCRIPTION 

News Box Limited listing of news items—displays limited information but 

allow users to click through to a linked page displaying full 

information 

News List Full list of News items 

News Tile  News landing page displayed in a grid pattern with a prominent 

thumbnail image for each item. 

Online Polls Detail Used to display a specific poll on a page 

Online Polls List Full list of online polls 

Page Title Page title isn’t displayed on a page unless this widget is on the 

page 

Photo Album Used to display a specific photo album on a page 

Photo Album List Full list of photo albums 

RFP Posts Box Limited listing of RFP posts—displays limited information but 

allow users to click through to a linked page displaying full 

information 

RFP Posts List Full list of RFP posts 

RSS Feed List Full list of available RSS feeds 

RSS Feed Viewer Used to display specific RSS feeds 

Search Search bar 

Service Directory Box Limited listing service directory items—displays limited 

information but allow users to click through to a linked page 

displaying full information 

Service Directory List Full listing of the service directory 

Service Request Used for all interactions with our Service Request component 

Side Navigation Menu Shows the current page and parent, child, and sibling pages 
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WIDGET DESCRIPTION 

Site Map Display sitemap of entire site 

Staff Directory Box Limited listing staff directory items—displays limited information 

but allow users to click through to a linked page displaying full 

information 

Staff Directory List Full listing of the staff directory 

Tabbed Widget Presents content organized under several horizontally-aligned 

tabs. Clicking on a given tab displays the associated content for 

the website user. The Tabbed Widget will allow CMS Users to 

easily add a large amount of content to a page without crowding 

the page or requiring site visitors to scroll through long blocks 

content. 

Twitter Feed A live feed of twitter posts 

Website Login Bar Displays a login link for the extranet, not used very much because 

we usually put login links in custom content 

 

 


